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Secret of the Wings (also known as Tinker Bell and the Secret of the Wings) is a 2012 computer-animated
fantasy film, and the fourth in the Disney Fairies franchise, produced by DisneyToon Studios.It revolves
around Tinker Bell, a fairy character created by J. M. Barrie in his play, Peter Pan, or The Boy Who Wouldn't
Grow Up, and featured in subsequent adaptations, especially in Disney's ...
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In traditional Chinese culture, qi or ch'i (Chinese: æ°”; pinyin: qÃ¬ qÃ¬) is believed to be a vital force forming
part of any living entity. [page needed] [page needed] Qi translates as "air" and figuratively as "material
energy", "life force", or "energy flow".Qi is the central underlying principle in Chinese traditional medicine and
in Chinese martial arts.
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Quantum-Touch is a method of natural energy healing that works with the Life Force Energy of the body to
promote optimal wellness. Life Force Energy, also known as â€œchiâ€• in Chinese and â€œpranaâ€• in
Sanskrit, is the flow of energy that sustains all living beings.
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